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ABSTRACT

development of new deliberation strategies with properties that do
not hold for the strategy presented here.
The type of investigation presented here is commonly missing
from comparable dialogue systems (in part because historically such
work has focussed on defining rules to constrain dialogue interaction, rather than on strategies for manoeuvring within the constraints); our analysis gives us a better understanding of how the
strategy design affects dialogue outcome, which is crucial if we are
to deploy dialogue systems effectively.
We also present a mechanism that enables agents to model preference information about others. When presenting proposals to others, a key consideration is how the proposal appears to the recipient; if an option presented does not meet the preferences of other
dialogue participants, then it will be rejected. We present a mechanism with which an agent can develop a model of what is important
to another agent and show how it can be used to help agents make
proposals that are more likely to be agreeable.
Our paper is structured thus: in Sect. 2 we present the reasoning mechanism (recapitulated from [6]) through which agents can
construct and evaluate arguments about action; in Sect. 3 we define
the dialogue system, which is adapted from that presented in [6] in
order to allow a proponent to take into account its model of the recipient when selecting an utterance to make; a detailed analysis of
the behaviour of the dialogue system is given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5
presents our mechanism for modelling another agent; we consider
related work in Sect. 6; Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

We present a dialogue system that allows agents to exchange arguments in order to come to an agreement on how to act. When
selecting arguments to assert, an agent uses a model of what is important to the recipient agent. The system lets the agents agree to
an action that each finds acceptable, but does not necessarily demand that they resolve their differing preferences. We present an
analysis of the behaviour of our system and develop a mechanism
with which an agent can develop a model of another’s preferences.
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Theory, Design, Performance
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Agents engaged in a deliberation dialogue share the aim to reach
an agreement about how to act in order to achieve a particular goal
[19]. Deliberating agents are co-operative in that they each aim for
agreement; however, individually they may each wish to influence
the outcome in their own favour. We assume that agents do not mislead one another and will come to an agreement wherever possible;
however, each agent aims to satisfy its own preferences.
We build on an existing system for deliberation that provides
a dialogue strategy which allows agents to come to an agreement
about how to act, despite the fact that they may have different preferences and thus may each be agreeing for different reasons [6];
this system couples a dialectical setting with formal methods for
argument evaluation and allows strategic manoeuvring in order to
influence the dialogue outcome. The analysis of the simple strategy
defined in [6] provides a foundation upon which we build here in
order to investigate a more sophisticated strategy that takes into account the proponent’s (that is, the agent who asserts the argument)
perception of the recipient (the agent who receives the argument).
We present a novel deliberation strategy, which allows a proponent to use its perception of the recipient to guide its dialogue
behaviour, and we perform a detailed analysis of the behaviour of
our system. Such an analysis is crucial as it allows one to determine
which applications our system is suitable for; it can also guide the

2. PRACTICAL ARGUMENTS
Our account is based upon a popular approach to argument characterisation, whereby argumentation schemes and critical questions
are used as presumptive justification for generating arguments and
attacks between them [18]. Arguments are generated by an agent
instantiating a scheme for practical reasoning which makes explicit
the following elements: the initial circumstances where action is
required; the action to be taken; the new circumstances that arise
through acting; the goal to be achieved; the social value promoted
by realising the goal in this way. The scheme is associated with
a set of characteristic critical questions (CQs) that can be used
to identify challenges to proposals for action that instantiate the
scheme. An unfavourable answer to a CQ will identify a potential flaw in the argument. Since the scheme makes use of what are
termed as ‘values’, this caters for arguments based on subjective
preferences as well as more objective facts. Such values represent
qualitative social interests that an agent wishes (or does not wish)
to uphold by realising the goal stated [3].
To enable the practical argument scheme and critical questions
approach to be precisely formalised for use in automated systems,
in [2] it was defined in terms of an Action-based Alternating Transition System (AATS) [20], which is a structure for modelling game-
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like multi-agent systems where the agents can perform actions in
order to attempt to control the system in some way. Hence, we use
an adaptation of the formalisms (first presented in [5]) to define a
Value-based Transition System (VATS) as follows.
Definition 1: A value-based transition system (VATS) for an
agent x, denoted S x , is hQx , q0x , Acx , Av x , ρx , τ x , Φx , π x , δ x i s.t.:
Qx is a finite set of states;
q0x ∈ Qx is the designated initial state;
Acx is a finite set of actions;
Av x is a finite set xof values;
ρx : Acx 7→ 2Q is an action precondition function, which for
each action a ∈ Acx defines the set of states ρ(a) from which a
may be executed;
τ x : Qx ×Acx 7→ Qx is a partial system transition function, which
defines the state τ x (q, a) that would result by the performance of
a from state q—n.b. as this function is partial, not all actions are
possible in all states (cf. the precondition function above);
Φx is a finite setxof atomic propositions;
π x : Qx 7→ 2Φ is an interpretation function, which gives the set
of primitive propositions satisfied in each state: if p ∈ π x (q), then
this means that the propositional variable p is satisfied (equivalently, true) in state q; and
δ x : Qx × Qx × Av x 7→ {+, −, =} is a valuation function, which
defines the status (promoted (+), demoted (−), or neutral (=)) of
a value v ∈ Av x ascribed by the agent to the transition between
two states: δ x (q, q 0 , v) labels the transition between q and q 0 with
respect to the value v ∈ Av x .
Note, Qx = ∅ ↔ Acx = ∅ ↔ Av x = ∅ ↔ Φx = ∅.
An agent has its own individual VATS; any two agents’ VATSs
are not necessarily the same. Given its VATS, an agent can now instantiate the practical reasoning argument scheme in order to construct arguments for (or against) actions to achieve a particular goal
because they promote (or demote) a particular value.
Definition 2: An argument constructed by an agent x from its
VATS S x is a 4-tuple A = ha, p, v, si s.t.: qx = q0x ; a ∈ Acx ;
τ x (qx , a) = qy ; p ∈ π x (qy ); v ∈ Av x ; δ x (qx , qy , v) = s where
s ∈ {+, −}. We define the functions: Act(A) = a; Goal(A) = p;
Val(A) = v; Sign(A) = s. If Sign(A) = +(−resp.), then we
say A is a positive (negative resp.) argument for (against resp.)
action a. We denote the set of all arguments an agent x can
construct from S x as Argsx ; we let Argsxp = {A ∈ Argsx |
Goal(A) = p}. The set of values for a set of arguments X is defined as Vals(X ) = {v | A ∈ X and Val(A) = v}.
If we take a particular argument for an action, it is possible to
generate attacks on that argument by posing the various CQs related to the practical reasoning argument scheme. In [2], details
are given of how the reasoning with the argument scheme and posing CQs is split into three stages: problem formulation, where the
agents decide on the facts and values relevant to the particular situation under consideration for constructing and, if necessary, aligning
their VATSs; epistemic reasoning, where the agents determine the
current situation with respect to the structure formed at the previous stage; and action selection, where the agents develop, and evaluate, arguments and counter arguments about what to do. Here, we
assume that the agents’ problem formulation and epistemic reasoning are sound and that any dispute between them relating to these
stages has been resolved; hence, we do not consider the CQs that
arise in these stages. That leaves CQ5-CQ11 for consideration (as
numbered in [2]):
CQ5: Are there alternative ways of realising the same consequences?
CQ6: Are there alternative ways of realising the same goal?
CQ7: Are there alternative ways of promoting the same value?
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CQ8: Does the action have a side effect that demotes the value?
CQ9: Does the action have a side effect that demotes another value?
CQ10: Does doing the action promote some other value?
CQ11: Does doing the action preclude some other action that would
promote some other value?
We do not consider CQ5 or CQ11 further, as the focus here is
to agree to an action that achieves the goal; hence, incidental consequences (CQ5) and other potentially precluded actions (CQ11)
are of no interest. We focus instead on CQ6-CQ10; agents participating in a deliberation dialogue use these CQs to identify attacks
on proposed arguments for action. These CQs generate a set of
arguments for and against different actions to achieve a particular
goal, where each argument is associated with a motivating value.
To evaluate the status of these arguments we use a Value Based Argumentation Framework (VAF), an extension of the argumentation
frameworks (AF) of Dung [10] (introduced in [3]). In an AF an argument is admissible with respect to a set of arguments S if all of its
attackers are attacked by some argument in S, and no argument in
S attacks an argument in S. In a VAF an argument succeeds in defeating an argument it attacks if its value is ranked higher than the
value of the argument attacked; a particular ordering of the values
is characterised as an audience. Arguments in a VAF are admissible
with respect to an audience A and a set of arguments S if they are
admissible with respect to S in the AF which results from removing all the attacks which are unsuccessful given the audience A. A
maximal admissible set of a VAF is known as a preferred extension.
Although VAFs are often considered abstractly, here we give an
instantiation in which we define the attack relation between the arguments. Condition 1 of the following attack relation allows for
CQ8 and CQ9; condition 2 allows for CQ10; condition 3 allows for
CQ6 and CQ7. Note that attacks generated by condition 1 are not
symmetrical, whilst those generated by conditions 2 and 3 are.
Definition 3: An instantiated value-based argumentation framework (iVAF) is defined by a tuple hX , Ai s.t. X is a finite set of arguments and A ⊂ X ×X is the attack relation. A pair (Ai , Aj ) ∈
A is referred to as “Ai attacks Aj ” or “Aj is attacked by Ai ”.
For two arguments Ai = ha, p, v, si, Aj = ha0 , p0 , v 0 , s0 i ∈ X ,
(Ai , Aj ) ∈ A iff p = p0 and either: (1) a = a0 , s = − and
s0 = +; or (2) a = a0 , v 6= v 0 and s = s0 = +; or (3) a 6= a0 and
s = s0 = +.
An audience for an agent x over the values V is a binary relation
Rx ⊂ V × V that defines a total order over V where exactly one
of (v, v 0 ), (v 0 , v) is a member of Rx for any distinct v, v 0 ∈ V . If
(v, v 0 ) ∈ Rx we say that v is preferred to v 0 , denoted v x v 0 .
We say that an argument Ai is preferred to the argument Aj in
the audience Rx , denoted Ai x Aj , iff Val(Ai ) x Val(Aj ).
If Rx is an audience over the values V for the iVAF hX , Ai, then
Vals(X ) ⊆ V .
We use the term ‘audience’ to be consistent with the literature.
Note, however, audience does not refer to the preference of a set of
agents; rather, it represents a particular agent’s preferences.
Given an iVAF and a particular agent’s audience, we can determine acceptability of an argument as follows. Note that if an attack
is symmetric, then an attack only succeeds in defeat if the attacker
is more preferred than the argument being attacked; however, as in
[3], if an attack is asymmetric, then an attack succeeds in defeat if
the attacker is at least as preferred as the argument being attacked.
Definition 4: Let Rx be an audience and let hX , Ai be an iVAF.
For (Ai , Aj ) ∈ A s.t. (Aj , Ai ) 6∈ A, Ai defeats Aj under Rx if
Aj 6x Ai .
For (Ai , Aj ) ∈ A s.t. (Aj , Ai ) ∈ A, Ai defeats Aj under Rx if
A i x A j .
An argument Ai ∈ X is acceptable w.r.t S under Rx (S ⊆ X ) if:

Move
open
assert
agree
close

Format
hx, open, γi
hx, assert, Ai
hx, agree, ai
hx, close, γi

A dialogue is simply a sequence of moves, each of which is indexed by the timepoint when the move was made. Exactly one
move is made at each timepoint.
Definition 6: A dialogue, denoted Dt , is a sequence of moves
[m1 , . . . , mt ] involving two participants in I = {Ag1, Ag2}, where
t ∈ N and the following conditions hold: (1) m1 is a move of
the form hx, open, γi where x ∈ I; (2) Sender(ms ) ∈ I for
1 ≤ s ≤ t; (3) Sender(ms ) 6= Sender(ms+1 ) for 1 ≤ s < t.
The topic of the dialogue Dt is returned by Topic(Dt ) = γ. The
set of all dialogues is denoted D.
The first move of a dialogue Dt must always be an open move
(condition 1 of the previous definition), every move of the dialogue
must be made by a participant (condition 2), and the agents take
it in turns to send a move (condition 3). In order to terminate a
dialogue, either: two close moves must appear one immediately
after the other in the sequence (a matched-close); or two moves
agreeing to the same action must appear one immediately after the
other in the sequence (an agreed-close).
Definition 7: Let Dt be a dialogue s.t. Topic(Dt ) = γ. We
say that either : ms (1 < s ≤ t) is a matched-close for Dt
iff ms−1 = hx, close, γi and ms = hx, close, γi; else ms (1 <
s ≤ t) is an agreed-close for Dt iff ms−1 = hx, agree, ai and
ms = hx, agree, ai. We say Dt has a failed outcome iff mt is a
matched-close, whereas we say Dt has a successful outcome of a
iff mt = hx, agree, ai is an agreed-close.
So a matched-close or an agreed-close will terminate a dialogue
Dt but only if Dt has not already terminated.
Definition 8: Let Dt be a dialogue. Dt terminates at t iff mt is
a matched-close or an agreed-close for Dt and ¬∃s s.t. s < t,
Dt extends Ds (i.e. the first s moves of Dt are the same as the
sequence Ds ) and Ds terminates at s.
We shortly give the particular protocol and strategy functions
that allow agents to generate deliberation dialogues. First, we introduce some subsidiary definitions. At any point in a dialogue,
an agent x can construct an iVAF from the union of the arguments
it can construct from its VATS and the arguments that have been
asserted by the other agent; we call this x’s dialogue iVAF.
Definition 9: A dialogue iVAF for an agent x participating in a dialogue Dt is denoted dVAF(x, Dt ). If Dt is the sequence of moves
= [m1 , . . . , mt ], then dVAF(x, Dt ) is the iVAF hX , Ai where
X = ArgsxTopic(D t ) ∪ {A | ∃mk = hx, assert, Ai(1 ≤ k ≤ t)}.
An action is agreeable to an agent x if and only if there is some
argument for that action that is acceptable in x’s dialogue iVAF
under the audience that represents x’s preference over values. Note
that the set of actions that are agreeable to an agent may change
over the course of the dialogue.
Definition 10: An action a is agreeable in the iVAF hX , Ai under the audience Rx iff ∃A = ha, γ, v, +i ∈ X s.t. A is acceptable in hX , Ai under Rx . We denote the set of all actions
that are agreeable to an agent x participating in a dialogue Dt
as AgActs(x, Dt ), s.t. a ∈ AgActs(x, Dt ) iff a is agreeable in
dVAF(x, Dt ) under Rx .
A protocol is a function that returns the set of moves that are
permissible for an agent to make at each point in a particular type
of dialogue. Here we give a protocol for deliberation. It takes the
dialogue that the agents are participating in and the identifier of the
agent whose turn it is and returns the set of permissible moves.
Definition 11: The deliberation protocol for agent x is a function
Protocolx : D 7→ ℘(M). Let Dt be a dialogue (1 ≤ t) s.t.
Sender(mt ) = x and Topic(Dt ) = γ.

Table 1: Format for moves used in deliberation dialogues: γ is
a goal; a is an action; A is an argument; x is an agent identifier.
for every Aj ∈ X that defeats Ai under Rx , there is some Ak ∈ S
that defeats Aj under Rx .
A subset S of X is conflict-free under Rx if no argument Ai ∈ S
defeats another argument Aj ∈ S under Rx .
A subset S of X is admissible under Rx if: S is conflict-free in Rx
and every A ∈ S is acceptable w.r.t S under Rx .
A subset S of X is a preferred extension under Rx if it is a maximal admissible set under Rx .
An argument A is acceptable in the iVAF hX , Ai under audience
Rx if there is some preferred extension containing it.
We can define a winning value for an iVAF and a particular
agent’s audience: a value is a winning value for an agent if there
is an argument that promotes that value and is acceptable under the
agent’s audience. Note that the winning value is not necessarily
the most preferred, rather the one that motivates some undefeated
argument for an action.
Definition 5: Let Rx be an audience and hX , Ai be an iVAF. The
value v is a winning value in hX , Ai under Rx iff ∃A ∈ X s.t. A
is acceptable in hX , Ai under Rx , Sign(A) = + and Val(A) = v.
It is clear (from the definition of an iVAF) that if all the arguments that appear in an iVAF relate to the same goal, then there is
at most one winning value for a given audience. (Proofs are omitted
here, for details please see [7].)
Proposition 1: Let Rx be an audience and let hX , Ai be an iVAF. If
∀A, A0 ∈ X , Goal(A) = Goal(A0 ) and v and v 0 are both winning
values in hX , Ai under Rx , then v = v 0 .
We have defined a mechanism with which an agent can determine attacks between arguments for and against actions; it can then
use an ordering over the values that motivate such arguments (its
audience) in order to determine their acceptability. Next, we define
our dialogue system, which significantly enhances that presented in
[6] in order to allow a proponent to take into account its perception
of the recipient’s audience.

3.

DIALOGUE SYSTEM

The communicative acts in a dialogue are called moves. We assume that there are always exactly two agents (participants) taking
part in a dialogue, each with its own identifier taken from the set
I = {Ag1, Ag2}. Each participant takes it in turn to make a move
to the other. We refer to participants using the variables x and x
such that: x is 1 if and only if x is 2; x is 2 if and only if x is 1.
A move in our system is of the form hAgent, Act, Contenti.
Agent is the identifier of the agent generating the move, Act is
the type of move, and the Content gives the details of the move.
The format for moves used in deliberation dialogues is shown in
Table 1, and the set of all moves meeting the format defined in
Table 1 is denoted M. Note, Sender : M 7→ I is a function such
that Sender(hAgent, Act, Contenti) = Agent.
We now informally explain the different types of move: an open
move hx, open, γi opens a dialogue to agree on an action to achieve
the goal γ; an assert move hx, assert, Ai asserts an argument A
for or against an action to achieve a goal that is the topic of the
dialogue; an agree move hx, agree, ai indicates that x agrees to
performing action a to achieve the topic; a close move hx, close, γi
indicates that x wishes to end the dialogue.

Protocolx (Dt ) = Pxass (Dt ) ∪ Pxag (Dt ) ∪ {hx, close, γi}
where the following are sets of moves and x0 ∈ I:
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than that which motivates the selected argument.
Definition 13: Let Ψ = {hx, assert, A1 i, . . . , hx, assert, Ak i}.
The function Pickass returns a chosen assert move s.t.
if Pickass (Ψ) = hx, assert, Ai i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), then ¬∃j (1 ≤ j ≤
k) s.t. Modelsxx (Val(Aj )) > Modelsxx (Val(Ai ))
We also require a function that allows an agent to select a particular permissible move to make from a set of agree moves (denoted
Pickag ). Our analysis in the next section does not depend on the
definition of Pickag , hence we do not define Pickag here but leave
it as a parameter of our system (in its simplest form, Pickag may
return an arbitrary agree move from the input set).
We are now able to define a deliberation strategy. It takes the
dialogue Dt and returns exactly one of the legal moves.
Definition 14: The strategy for an agent x is a function Stratx :
D 7→ M given in Figure 1.
A well-formed dialogue is a dialogue that has been generated by
two agents each following this strategy.
Definition 15: A well-formed dialogue is a dialogue Dt s.t. ∀t0
0
0
(1 ≤ t0 ≤ t), Sender(mt ) = x iff Stratx (Dt −1 ) = mt0
We now give a short example. There are two participants, Ag1
and Ag2, who have the shared goal of doing something together on
Saturday (ActivityF orSat). The relevant values for this scenario
are company (C), promoted by spending time with the other agent,
variety (V ) promoted by doing an activity the agent has not done
recently, distance (D), promoted by doing a nearby activity, and
money (M ), promoted by cheap activities. The participants have
the following audiences.
C Ag1 D Ag1 V Ag1 M
M Ag2 V Ag2 D Ag2 C
To save space, we only consider Ag1’s recipient value model of
Ag2, which is initialised as follows (presumably based on some
1
background knowledge that Ag1 has). ModelsAg2
Ag1 (D , val) = 1
iff val = C; 0.9 iff val = D; 0.8 iff val = V or val = M .
The agents’ initial dialogue iVAFs can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3,
where the nodes represent arguments and are labelled with the action that they are for (or the negation of the action that they are
against) and the value they are motivated by. The arcs represent
the attack relation and a double circle round a node means that the
argument that it represents is acceptable to that agent.

Pxass (Dt ) = {hx, assert, Ai | Goal(A) = γ
and
¬∃mt0 = hx0 , assert, Ai(1 < t0 ≤ t)
Pxag (Dt ) = {hx, agree, ai | either
(1)mt = hx, agree, ai
else
(2)(∃mt0 = hx, assert, ha, γ, v, +ii(1 < t0 ≤ t))
and
( if ∃mt00 = hx, agree, ai
then ∃A, mt000 = hx, assert, Ai
(t00 < t000 ≤ t))}
The protocol states that it is permissible to assert an argument
for or against an action to achieve the topic of the dialogue as long
as that argument has not previously been asserted in the dialogue.
An agent can agree to an action that has been agreed to by the
other agent in the preceding move (condition 1 of Pxag ); otherwise
an agent x can agree to an action that has been proposed by the
other participant (condition 2 of Pxag ) as long as if x has previously
agreed to that action, then x has since then asserted some new argument. This is because we want to avoid the situation where an
agent keeps repeatedly agreeing to an action that the other agent
will not agree to: if an agent makes a move agreeing to an action
and the other agent does not wish to also agree to that action, then
the first agent must before being able to repeat its agree move introduce some new argument that may convince the second agent to
agree. Agents may always make a close move.
We have thus defined a protocol that determines which moves it
is permissible to make during a dialogue; however, an agent still
has considerable choice when selecting which of these permissible
moves to make. In order to select one of the permissible moves, an
agent uses a particular strategy. Informally, the strategy that we will
shortly define selects a move as follows: if it is permissible to make
a move agreeing to an agreeable action, then make such an agree
move; else, if it is permissible to assert an argument for an agreeable action, then assert some such argument; else, if it is permissible to assert an argument against an action that is not agreeable,
then assert some such argument; else make a close move. When the
strategy results in a choice of more than one agree or assert move,
an agent must rely on two further functions for selecting from a set
of either permissible assert or permissible agree moves.
When selecting a particular assert move, a proponent makes use
of its model of the recipient. In particular, when faced with a choice
of arguments to assert, an agent will choose one with a motivating
value that it believes is highly ranked by the recipient. Thus, a
proponent needs to model what it believes could be the recipient’s
winning value. We define a function that takes a value and, for a
given dialogue and recipient, maps to the interval between 0 and
1; the higher the output of this function, the more the proponent
believes that the value is the recipient’s winning value.
Definition 12: A recipient value model is given by the function
Modelsxx : D × Av x 7→ [0, 1] (x, x ∈ I).
Note, there are many ways this function could be initialised at the
beginning of a dialogue. For example: we could initialise all values
to 0.5; information from past interactions could be used to guide the
initial values; or in highly co-operative settings it may make sense
to assume that the agents share similar views, so the values could
be initialised to mirror the proponent’s value preference.
A proponent selects an argument to assert as follows: if there is
a choice of more than one argument to be asserted, then the agent
will choose to assert one such argument such that of all the other
arguments it could assert, it does not believe that the values that
motivate them are more likely to be the recipient’s winning value

C

M
Picnic

Resta−
urant

Picnic
Picnic

C
D

Figure 2: Agent Ag1’s dialogue iVAF at t = 1, dVAF(Ag1, D1 ).
¬Resta−
urant

¬Picnic
D

V

Figure 3: Agent Ag2’s dialogue iVAF at t = 1, dVAF(Ag2, D1 ).
Agent Ag2 starts the dialogue with the move m1 . At this point
there are two arguments that are acceptable to Ag1:
hRestaurant, ActivityF orSat, C, +i;
hP icnic, ActivityF orSat, C, +i.
Agent Ag1 currently believes that C is most likely the winning
1
value for Ag2 (as ModelsAg2
Ag1 (D , C) = 1) and so it selects an
argument motivated by C to assert.
m1 = hAg2, open, ActivityF orSati
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Stratx (Dt ) = Pickag (Sxag )(Dt )
iff Sxag (Dt ) 6= ∅
Stratx (Dt ) = Pickass (Sxprop )(Dt )
iff Sxag (Dt ) = ∅ and Sxprop (Dt ) 6= ∅
Stratx (Dt ) = Pickass (Sxatt )(Dt )
iff Sxag (Dt ) = Sxprop (Dt ) = ∅ and Sxatt (Dt ) 6= ∅
t
t
Stratx (D ) = hx, close, Topic(D )i iff Sxag (Dt ) = Sxprop (Dt ) = Sxatt (Dt ) = ∅
where the choices for the moves are given by the following subsidiary functions with x0 ∈ {x, x} and Topic(Dt ) = γ
Sxag (Dt )
= {hx, agree, ai ∈ Pxag (Dt )
| a ∈ AgActs(x, Dt )}
prop
t
ass
t
Sx (D ) = {hx, assert, Ai ∈ Px (D ) | A ∈ Argsxγ , Act(A) = a, Sign(A) = +
and a ∈ AgActs(x, Dt )}
Sxatt (Dt ) = {hx, assert, Ai ∈ Pxass (Dt ) | A ∈ Argsxγ , Act(A) = a, Sign(A) = −,
a 6∈ AgActs(x, Dt ) and
∃mt0 = hx0 , assert, A0 i(1 ≤ t0 ≤ t) s.t.
Act(A0 ) = a and Sign(A0 ) = +}
Figure 1: The strategy function selects a move according to the following preference ordering (starting with the most preferred): an
agree (ag), a proposing assert (prop), an attacking assert (att), a close (close).
m2 = hAg1, assert, hRestaurant, ActivityF orSat, C, +ii
This new argument is added to Ag2’s dialogue iVAF, to give
dVAF(Ag2, D2 ) (Fig. 4).
¬Resta−
urant

Resta−
urant
D

tion to go for a picnic as it is nearby, Ag1 now has reason to believe
that in fact D is unlikely to be the winning value for Ag2 and so it
decrements its recipient value model for this value from 0.9 to 0.7:
5
ModelsAg2
Ag1 (D , D) = 0.7.

¬Picnic
V

C

C

Figure 4: Agent Ag2’s dialogue iVAF at t = 2, dVAF(Ag2, D2 ).

Picnic

Resta−
urant

As Ag2 actually prefers value D to value C, this new argument is
not acceptable to it. In fact, there are no actions currently agreeable
to Ag2 (as there are no acceptable arguments for an action in its
dialogue iVAF) and so Ag2 makes an attacking move by asserting
its argument against going to the restaurant (as it is far away).
m3 = hAg2, assert, hRestaurant, ActivityF orSat, D, −ii
This new argument is added to Ag1’s dialogue iVAF, to give
dVAF(Ag1, D3 ) (Fig. 5). As Ag2 did not agree to Ag1’s suggestion to go to a restaurant for good company, Ag1 now has reason
to believe that in fact C is unlikely to be the winning value for Ag2
and so it decrements its recipient value model for this value from 1
3
to 0.8: ModelsAg2
Ag1 (D , C) = 0.8.
C

M

Picnic
D ¬Resta−
urant

Picnic

¬Picnic
V

Figure 7: Agent Ag1’s dialogue iVAF at t = 5, dVAF(Ag1, D5 ).
Agent Ag1 still finds going for a picnic agreeable, but it now
believes that either M or V is likely to be the winning value for
Ag2. Hence, it asserts its argument for going for a picnic that is
motivated by the value M .
m6 = hAg1, assert, hP icnic, ActivityF orSat, M, +ii

M
Picnic

Resta−
urant

D
D

Picnic

¬Resta−
urant

Picnic

¬Resta−
urant

Picnic
D

C

D

C

Picnic

D
3

Figure 5: Agent Ag1’s dialogue iVAF at t = 3, dVAF(Ag1, D ).
Agent Ag1 still finds both picnic and restaurant agreeable actions. As it has already asserted its argument for going to the restaurant, it must now choose one of its arguments for going for a picnic
to assert. It currently believes that D is likely the winning value for
Ag2 and so chooses an argument motivated by this value.
m4 = hAg1, assert, hP icnic, ActivityF orSat, D, +ii
This new argument is added to Ag2’s dialogue iVAF, to give
dVAF(Ag2, D4 ) (Fig. 6). As Ag2 in fact prefers value V to value
D, the proposed action of going for a picnic is not agreeable to
Ag2, and so it asserts its argument against this action.
m5 = hAg2, assert, hP icnic, ActivityF orSat, V, −ii
¬Resta−
urant

Resta−
urant
D

Picnic
C

¬Picnic
C

Resta−
urant

V

Figure 8: Agent Ag2’s dialogue iVAF at t = 6, dVAF(Ag2, D6 ).
This new argument is added to Ag2’s dialogue iVAF, to give
dVAF(Ag2, D6 ) (Fig. 8). As Ag1 is now right in believing that
M is the winning value for Ag1, Ag1 finds this new argument
acceptable and so agrees to going for a picnic. Agent Ag2 also
agrees to this action and the dialogue terminates successfully.
m8 = hAg1, agree, P icnici
m9 = hAg2, agree, P icnici
This example illustrates how agents can reach an agreement on
an action to achieve a joint goal despite their differing preferences
over values; it also shows how an agent may update is model of
another’s winning value based on their dialogue behaviour.

¬Picnic
D

M

V

Figure 6: Agent Ag2’s dialogue iVAF at t = 4, dVAF(Ag2, D4 ).

4. ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM

This new argument is added to Ag1’s dialogue iVAF, to give
dVAF(Ag1, D5 ) (Fig. 7). As Ag2 did not agree to Ag1’s sugges-

In [6], an analysis is given of a more abstract version of the
dialogue system discussed here in which neither Pick function is
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understanding of how the design of a deliberation strategy and the
subjective preferences of agents affect dialogue behaviour.

specified, hence the results of [6] all hold for the specialised version of the dialogue system that we present here. In particular: all
dialogues generated by our system terminate; if the dialogue terminates with a successful outcome of action a, then a is agreeable to
both agents at the end of the dialogue; if there is an action a that
is agreeable to both agents when the dialogue terminates, then the
dialogue terminates with a successful outcome.
However, for the dialogue system defined in [6], it is sometimes
the case that even when there is an action that is agreeable to each
agent given the union of their arguments (i.e. agreeable in the joint
iVAF hX , Ai under each agent’s audience, where X = Argsxγ ∪
Argsxγ ), the dialogue may still terminate unsuccessfully. As we
have now instantiated the Pickass function we are able to present a
more detailed analysis of when a dialogue generated by the system
will terminate successfully.
First we need to show that if there is an action that is agreeable to
both agents in the joint iVAF and that action is agreeable to one of
the agents at the end of the dialogue, then the dialogue will terminate with a successful outcome. (This following lemma holds for
any instantiation of the Pick functions.)
Lemma 1: Let Dt be a well-formed deliberation dialogue that terminates at t where hX , Ai is the joint iVAF (X = Argsxγ ∪Argsxγ ).
If there exists an action a s.t. a is agreeable in the joint iVAF
hX , Ai under both Rx and Rx and a is agreeable in dVAF(x, Dt )
under Rx , then the dialogue terminates with a successful outcome.
We can now show that if there is an action agreeable to both
agents in the joint iVAF such that at any point in the dialogue
that action is agreeable to x who knows correctly what x’s winning value is, then the dialogue will terminate successfully.
Proposition 2: Let Dt be a well-formed deliberation dialogue that
terminates at t where hX , Ai is the joint iVAF (X = Argsxγ ∪
Argsxγ ), the value v is the winning value in hX , Ai under Rx , and
the action a is agreeable in the joint iVAF hX , Ai under both Rx
0
and Rx . If there exists t0 s.t. Dt extends Dt and there exists an
0
argument A for a s.t. A is acceptable in dVAF(x, Dt ) under Rx
x
i
t
and Modelsx (D , V al) = 1 iff V al = v, then D terminates with
a successful outcome.
It is interesting to note that it is not always the case that if there
is an action that is agreeable to both agents in the joint iVAF and
that is agreeable to one of the agents at some point in the dialogue,
then the successful outcome of the dialogue will be an action that
is agreeable to both agents in the joint iVAF. For example, consider
= {ha1, γ, v2, +i, ha2, γ, v1, −i};
the situation where: ArgsAg1
γ
ArgsAg2
=
{ha2,
γ,
v3,
+i,
ha2,
γ, v4, −i}; v4 Ag1 v3 Ag1
γ
v2 Ag1 v1; v1 Ag2 v3 Ag2 v2 Ag2 v4. If we construct the
joint iVAF for this example, then we see that the action a1 is agreeable to both agents and the action a2 is agreeable to neither (given
the union of their arguments); however, the dialogue generated will
terminate successfully with a2 as the outcome. This observation
is important as it helps to determine the suitability of the strategy
defined here for particular applications: if it is imperative that the
outcome arrived at is the ‘best’ possible (in the sense that it is agreeable to each participant given the union of their knowledge), then
the strategy we give here is not suitable; whilst if we simply desire
that agents reach some agreement, then our strategy may suffice.
There are situations where there is an action agreeable to each
agent in the joint iVAF and yet the dialogue still does not terminate
successfully (for example, if there is no action agreeable to at least
one of the agents at the start of the dialogue). The detailed analysis
that we give here of when and why a dialogue terminates successfully is invaluable for the future design of deliberation systems that
aim to avoid this situation. Our investigation takes steps towards an

5. MODELLING AGENT PREFERENCES
We have shown that if a proponent can correctly model the recipient’s winning value for the joint iVAF and there is an action
agreeable to each given the joint iVAF, then if that action is at any
point agreeable to the proponent, the dialogue will terminate successfully. We now consider how a proponent may aim to correctly
model the recipient’s winning value. Whilst there is much existing
work on reasoning about another agent’s beliefs, we are not aware
of any work that aims at modelling another agent’s values.
In order to design a modelling mechanism, we consider what it
means to be a winning value. Recall: (Def. 5) a value is a winning
value for an agent in an iVAF if there is a positive argument that
promotes that value and that is acceptable under the agent’s audience (and so it is not necessarily the most preferred value); (Prop.
1) an agent has at most one winning value for a particular iVAF
where all arguments relate to the same goal (since we are dealing with deliberation dialogues with a particular topic, we assume
henceforth that all the arguments in an iVAF relate to the same
goal).
We can show (all proofs in [7]) that if there is no winning value
for an iVAF under a particular audience, then it must be the case
that for every positive argument for an action, there is another negative argument against that action whose value is at least as preferred. Thus there is only one special case in which there is no
winning value for an agent in an iVAF, justifying our approach of
modelling what is likely to be an agent’s winning value.
Proposition 3: Let hX , Ai be an iVAF s.t. there is no winning value
under audience Rx . If ∃ha, p, v, +i ∈ X , then ∃ha, p, v 0 , −i s.t.
(v, v 0 ) 6∈ Rx .
Now we consider what it means if there is an argument motivated
by the winning value that is not acceptable. We can show that if
there is an argument for an action that is motivated by the winning
value but that is not acceptable, then there must be an argument
against that action that is at least as preferred.
Proposition 4: Let hX , Ai be an iVAF s.t. v is the winning value
under Rx . If ∃A = ha, p, v, +i ∈ X s.t. A not acceptable in
hX , Ai under Rx , then ∃A0 = ha, p, v 0 , −i s.t. (v, v 0 ) 6∈ X .
The previous result considers an iVAF in which v is an agent’s
winning value. However, we are concerned with modelling the recipient’s winning value in the joint iVAF, which the agents do not
have access to (since this is built from the agents’ private knowledge). Thus we must also consider the relationship between an
iVAF and its subgraphs. We show that if v is a winning value in
an iVAF, but there is an argument for an action a motivated by v
that is not acceptable in a subgraph, then either: there must be an
argument against that action in the subgraph that is at least as preferred; else there must be an argument in the subgraph for some
other action a0 that is motivated by a more preferred value than v
and there must be an argument that is in the iVAF but not in the
subgraph against action a0 that defeats this argument.
Proposition 5: Let hX , Ai, hX 0 , A0 i be iVAFs s.t. X 0 ⊆ X . If v is
the winning value in hX , Ai under Rx but A = ha, p, v, +i is not
acceptable in hX 0 , A0 i under Rx , then either: (1) ∃ha, p, v 0 , −i ∈
X 0 s.t. (v, v 0 ) 6∈ Rx ; else (2) ∃ha0 , p, v 0 , +i ∈ X 0 s.t. (v 0 , v) ∈
Rx and ∃ha0 , p, v 00 , −i ∈ X \ X 0 s.t. (v 0 , v 00 ) 6∈ Rx .
Let us now consider the case where a proponent asserts a positive
argument for an action a motivated by the value v, where v is the
recipient’s winning value in the joint iVAF, and the recipient does
not respond with an agree move. From Prop. 5 we see that there
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We have thus given a principled mechanism with which an agent
can model another agent’s winning value, based on their dialogue
behaviour. Our mechanism is not intended to be complete, it needs
also to consider situations in which it is appropriate to increment
the function output for a particular value. Also, the figures that
our update mechanism uses for the decrements (which reflect the
strength of the reason that the proponent has to believe that v is not
the recipient’s winning value) could be further refined (particularly
with empirical analysis). However, our simple mechanism illustrates how detailed theoretical analysis of system behaviour can be
useful in designing dialogue strategies.

are two possible cases.
Case 1: The recipient has a negative argument against a that is
motivated by a value that the recipient prefers at least as much as v.
In this case, a cannot be agreeable to the recipient in the joint iVAF
(since v is the recipient’s winning value, therefore all acceptable
positive arguments must be motivated by v, and any such argument
for a will be defeated by the recipient’s argument against a).
Case 2: The recipient has a positive argument for some other
action a0 that is motivated by a value v 0 that it prefers more to v
and the proponent has an unasserted negative argument against a0
that is motivated by a value v 00 that the recipient prefers at least as
much as v 0 .
As v is the recipient’s winning value, there must be a positive
argument in the joint iVAF that is motivated by v and acceptable
under the recipient’s audience, thus there must be at least one positive argument motivated by v and known to the proponent that falls
under Case 2 (since a negative argument that defeats an argument in
the recipient’s dialogue iVAF will also defeat that argument under
the recipient’s audience in the joint iVAF). Therefore, if a proponent has asserted all of its positive arguments motivated by v and
not elicited an agree, the only way that v can be the recipient’s winning value is if the proponent has an unasserted argument against
every action agreeable to the recipient that succeeds in defeat under
the recipient’s audience.
If the proponent knows no unasserted negative arguments, then
Case 2 above cannot hold, therefore further limiting the chance of
v being the winning value.
We can use these insights to define a simple mechanism for updating an agent’s Models function. This function maps each value
to the interval between 0 and 1; the higher the output of the function
the more the proponent believes that the value is the winning value
for the recipient (Def. 12). For reasons of space, here we only consider the case where the proponent has asserted an argument for an
action motivated by v and the recipient does not then agree to that
action. As we have seen, if the following conditions also hold, the
proponent has extra reason to believe that v is not the recipient’s
winning value:
- the proponent knows no unasserted negative arguments;
- the proponent knows no unasserted positive arguments
motivated by v;
- the proponent knows no unasserted positive arguments
motivated by v and knows no unasserted negative arguments
(in this case it is not possible that v is the recipient’s winning
value).
We use an update function Sub(Modelsxx (Dt , v), N ) that decrements Modelsxx (Dt , v) by N (whilst respecting the function’s range
boundaries) and captures these situations as follows:
Definition 16: Let Dt be a dialogue s.t. dVAF(x, Dt ) = hX , Ai,
AssArgs = {A | ∃i(1 ≤ i ≤ t) s.t. mi = h_, assert, Ai},
mt−1 = hx, assert, ha, p, v, +ii, and mt 6= hx, agree, ai.
Agent x updates its recipient value model Modelsxx as follows.
If 6 ∃A ∈ X s.t.
(Sign(A) = +, Val(A) = v and A 6∈ AssArgs
then if 6 ∃A0 ∈ X s.t. Sign(A0 ) = − and A0 6∈ AssArgs,
Modelsxx (Dt , v) := 0,
else Modelsxx (Dt , v) := Sub(Modelsxx (Dt−1 , v), 0.4).
Otherwise
if 6 ∃A ∈ X s.t. Sign(A) = − and A 6∈ AssArgs,
then Modelsxx (Dt , v) := Sub(Modelsxx (Dt−1 , v), 0.2).
Otherwise
Modelsxx (Dt , v) := Sub(Modelsxx (Dt−1 , v), 0.1).
In the example in Sect. 3, agent Ag1 updates its recipient value
model in this manner.

6. RELATED WORK
Our proposal uses the same underlying dialogue framework as
in [5]; however, that work is only similar in that it uses the same
dialogue representation. The system defined in [5] is concerned
not with deliberation but with a type of inquiry dialogue; it ensures
that all relevant arguments are asserted, after which a shared value
ordering is applied to determine the outcome.
The system here builds directly on that presented in [6]. We have
extended that work by defining a function that allows a proponent
to select arguments to assert based on its perception of what is important to the recipient. By specifying the strategy thus, we have
been able to perform a more detailed analysis of the behaviour of
the system than was previously possible; this fundamental analysis
moves us towards a better understanding of the design of dialogue
strategies that are suitable for particular applications. We have also
provided a mechanism with which an agent can model what is important to the other participant.
Other works allow a proponent to select arguments suited to a
particular recipient. In [11] a proponent selects sets of arguments
likely to resonate with the recipient by considering the recipient’s
desires, whilst [17] investigates how a proponent may use the recipient’s personality to guide argument selection; however, both of
these works deal with monological rather than dialogical argumentation. The dialogue system proposed in [13] allows an agent to
use a model of its opponent’s goals and beliefs to select arguments;
however, [13] does not consider value based arguments, and the
behaviour of the system is not analysed as we have done here.
Deliberation dialogues are considered by [12, 16]. In [12] argument evaluation is not done in terms of AFs, and strategies for
reaching agreement are not considered; [16] focusses on goal selection and planning. Practical reasoning using argumentation in
agent systems has been addressed by Amgoud and colleagues (see
e.g. [1]), but in this work the focus is not on the dialogical aspects
nor is there an element to model other participants’ preferences.
The proposal of [4] considers how to find particular audiences
for which only certain arguments are acceptable and how preferences over values emerge through a dialogue; however, it assumes
a static argument graph within which agents are playing moves,
whilst agents in our system construct argument graphs dynamically.
The work of [8] allows AFs of individual agents to be merged; it
aims to characterise the sets of arguments acceptable by the whole
group of agents using notions of joint acceptability. In our work, an
agent develops its own individual graph and uses this to determine
if it finds an action agreeable, thus maintaining its subjective view.
Prakken [14] considers how agents can come to a public agreement despite their internal views of argument acceptability conflicting, allowing them to make explicit attack and surrender moves.
However, Prakken does not explicitly consider value-based arguments, nor does he discuss particular strategies.
Strategic argumentation has been considered in other work. In
[9] a dialogue game for persuasion is presented that is based on
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one originally proposed in [19] but makes use of Dungian AFs.
Strategies in [9] concern reasoning about an opponent’s beliefs,
as opposed to about action proposals with subjective preferences.
Strategies for reasoning with value-based arguments are considered
in [3], where the objective is to create obligations on the opponent
to accept some argument based on his previously expressed preferences. In [3], a fixed joint VAF is assumed, whilst our agents
dynamically construct individual dialogue iVAFs. Neither [9] or
[3] gives an analysis of how strategy affects dialogue behaviour.
A related emerging area is the application of game theory to argumentation (e.g. [15]). This work has investigated situations under which rational agents will not have any incentive to lie about or
hide arguments; although concerned mainly with protocol design,
it is likely such work will have implications for strategy design.

7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a dialogue system for joint deliberation, where
the agents involved may each have different preferences yet all
want an agreement to be reached. The novel strategy that we have
defined allows a proponent to take account of the recipient’s preferences. The initial analysis that we presented gives us a better
understanding of how strategy design affects dialogue behaviour.
Furthermore, we have also provided a mechanism to enable a dialogue participant to model what is likely to be the winning value
for the other participant; it can then use this model to select arguments for action that are likely to be persuasive to the other agent.
The design of this mechanism was guided by our investigation into
the behaviour of iVAFs; however, it is only a first step towards
modelling agents’ values. Many interesting questions remain, for
example: why might a proponent increase its belief that a particular
value is the winning one for the recipient; how should a proponent
initialise its recipient model function at the start of a dialogue?
Another very interesting line of future work is to extend the system so that argumentation theory is also used by the proponent to
determine which is the recipient’s winning value. We have seen that
there can be reasons to believe that v is not the recipient’s winning
value, these reasons and their different strengths could themselves
be modelled as an argumentation framework.
In the dialogue system we have presented here, we have assumed
that there are only two participants and that each is following the
same strategy. It will be necessary to relax these assumptions in
the future if our system is to be applicable in all but the simplest
of situations. If we are to meet the ultimate goal of a robust theory
for deliberation strategy design, analyses such as the one presented
here are a key requirement, providing the foundations for developing and analysing more complex deliberation dialogue systems.
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